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Abstract In this paper, we propose a low-complexity
beamforming-based scheduling scheme utilizing a semiorthogonal user selection (SUS) algorithm in downlink
orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)/
space division multiple access (SDMA) systems to support
multimedia traffic. One of the challenges in the multidimensional (space, time, and frequency) radio resource
allocation problem for OFDMA/SDMA systems is its high
complexity, especially to simultaneously satisfy the quality
of services (QoS) requirements for various traffic classes.
In the literature, the SUS algorithm is usually applied to the
single-class traffic environment, but extending the SUS
algorithm to the multimedia environment is not straightforward because of the need to prioritize the real-time (RT)
users and the non-real-time (NRT) users. To solve this
problem, we propose the concept of urgency value to
guarantee the fairness of the NRT as well as the best effort
(BE) users while satisfying the delay requirement for the
RT users. Simulation results show that, when traffic load is
greater than 0.5, the proposed scheduling algorithm can
improve the fairness performance by more than 100% over
the most recently proposed algorithms.
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1 Introduction
The study of orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) combined with space division multiple access
(SDMA) has recently attracted much attention. OFDMA can
mitigate multi-path fading, while SDMA can improve
spectral efficiency and thus increase system throughput.
Intuitively, combining OFDMA and SDMA can use the
advantages of both OFDMA and SDMA to provide high rate
transmission for wireless services. However, with multiple
degrees of freedom, the problem of radio resource allocation
(RRA) in space, frequency, and time for the OFDMA/SDMA
system is very challenging, especially when multimedia
traffic is considered. How to develop a low-complexity
scheduling scheme for supporting multimedia traffic in the
OFDMA/SDMA systems thus becomes a crucial issue [1].
In the literature, quality-of-service (QoS) [2–5] and fairness [6–9] are two important performance measures for the
RRA algorithms in the OFDMA/SDMA system. In a modern
wireless system with multimedia traffic, the QoS requirements
could be considered as bit error rate (BER), the minimum
required transmission rate, the maximum packet delay tolerance, and the maximum packet dropping ratio. To resolve this,
heuristic algorithms to increase the total system data rate and
guarantee the minimum data rates for each user have been
proposed [3]. In addition, a joint resource allocation algorithm
to guarantee the maximum allowable delay for delay sensitive
services and the minimum data rate requirement for rate
sensitive services has been suggested [4]. Other research took
account of the BER requirement in the design of RRA scheme
[5]. On the other hand, fairness is another performance measure to fairly allocate radio resources [6–12]. The fairness
could be considered as proportional fairness, max-min fairness, and weighted fairness. However, providing fairness
among users will sacrifice the system throughput. Thus, in the
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context of a multimedia environment, designing a scheduling
scheme to achieve an overall optimal trade-off among system
throughput, QoS guarantee, and fairness is a challenging issue.
Design of the grouping algorithm is an important issue for
SDMA systems [1–6, 13]. An optimal set of cochannel users
has been obtained by using the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the channel vectors [14]. The authors of [15, 16]
adopted a semi-orthogonal user selection (SUS) algorithm to
determine the users of which channel vectors are nearly
orthogonal. Computational time for the SUS algorithm is
greatly reduced since it directly calculates the orthogonality
of channel vectors without SVD. An SDMA grouping
algorithm has been proposed according to the correlation and
gains of the uses’ spatial channels [6]. However, these proposed algorithms only considered a single service class.
Extending the grouping algorithm to the multimedia environment must deal with the issue of prioritizing real-time
(RT) users and non-real-time (NRT) users.
In this paper, we utilize an SUS algorithm and propose a
low-complexity beamforming-based scheduling (LCBS)
scheme to support multimedia traffic in OFDMA/SDMA
systems. The goal of the LCBS scheme is to maximize system
throughput, while guaranteing the QoS requirements for all
services and ensuring fairness for the non-real-time (NRT)
services and best effort (BE) services as well. Here, the multimedia traffic is grouped into two service sets: the delay
sensitive set for real-time (RT) services, and the delayinsensitive services. In the LCBS scheme, to save computational time, we simplify the prioritizing scheme by introducing the urgency value for the users. The LCBS scheme first
allocates subchannels to the delay-sensitive users according to
the delay requirement. Next, it assigns the remaining resources to the delay-insensitive users according to the ratio of data
rates. Therefore, the LCBS scheme not only can guarantee the
delay requirements for RT users, but can also provide the
proportional fairness to the NRT users and BE users. Moreover, the LCBS scheme utilizes the SUS scheme to select the
cochannel users, which reduces the complexity and increases
the system throughput for the LCBS scheme.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, we introduce the system model of OFDMA/SDMA
system with multimedia traffic. In Sect. 3, the LCBS
algorithm is presented to maximize the system throughput.
Performance of the LCBS algorithm is analyzed in Sect. 4
Finally, concluding remarks are given in Sect. 5.
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with Q transmitting antennas and N subchannels. Assume
that zero-forcing (ZF) beamforming technology [15] is
adopted to transmit data streams to K single-antenna
mobile stations. The BS allocates subchannel and power,
determines modulation order, and controls the beamforming weights. Let the basic unit of resource allocation be one
subchannel. In this paper, each subchannel is composed of
a adjacent OFDM subcarriers. It has been found that
grouping adjacent subcarriers has the highest multiuser
diversity and maximum system throughput [17].
In an OFDMA/SDMA system, the time axis is divided
into fixed-length frames, each of which has L symbols for
OFDMA downlink transmission. Let Wn be the set of
subcarriers in subchannel n and XðlÞ
n be the set of users that
are selected to multiplex subchannel n for the lth OFDMA
symbol. Note that jXðlÞ
n j  Q: The LCBS algorithm is executed at the beginning of each frame. When the coherent
time of wireless channel is longer than the frame duration,
the channel can then be regarded as fixed within a frame.
Let hk,i be a 1 9 Q channel gain vector for user k at subcarrier i. Note that hk,i is not a function of l since the
channel is fixed within a frame. With the ZF transmitted
beamforming, the received signal of user k at subcarrier
i for the lth OFDMA symbol, denoted by Y(l)
k,i, is given by
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðlÞ
ðlÞ
ðlÞ ðlÞ
ðlÞ
Yk;i ¼ hk;i wk;i pk;i Xk;i þ Zk;i
ð1Þ
(l)
where w(l)
k,i is a Q 9 1 ZF beamforming vector, pk,i is the
(l)
(l)
allocated power, Xk,i is the data symbol, and Zk,i is the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean
(l)
and variance r2. The received SNR, denoted by SNRk,i
, can
be calculated as

ðlÞ

ðlÞ

SNRk;i ¼

ðlÞ

hk;i wk;i is small.
2.2 Power allocation
The allocated power to user k must satisfy the minimum
SNR requirement. Let BER*k be the BER requirement of
user k. According to [2], the minimum required SNR for
user k with M-QAM modulation is then obtained by
SNRk ¼ 

Figure 1 shows the downlink OFDMA/SDMA system with
LCBS algorithm, where the base station (BS) is equipped
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ð2Þ

From (2), it can be seen that the receiver SNR is affected
by the beamforming weight. If user k has a high spatial
correlation, its received SNR will be poor since the term

2 System model
2.1 OFDMA/SDMA system

ðlÞ

pk;i jhk;i wk;i j2
r2

lnð5BERk Þ
ðM  1Þ
1:5

ð3Þ

Note that (3) represents the approximated required SNR,
which is suitable for the design of power allocation in this
study. Assume that the received SNR in (2) is equal to the
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Fig. 1 The downlink OFDMA/
SDMA system

minimum required SNR in (3). Then, the allocated power
p(l)
k,i can be immediately obtained as follows:
ðlÞ

pk;i ¼ 

lnð5BERk ÞðM  1Þ
r2

ðlÞ
1:5
jhk;i w j2

ð4Þ

k;i

Note that the BER requirement of user k is automatically
guaranteed by using the power allocation scheme in (4).
2.3 Service classes
In this study, we consider that the OFDMA/SDMA system
can support three classes of service: RT, NRT and BE [2].
Each traffic class has different QoS requirements. The QoS
requirements for RT services are BER, the maximum
packet delay tolerance, and the maximum packet dropping
ratio. For NRT services, the QoS requirements include
BER and the minimum required transmission rate. The
QoS requirement for BE services considers only BER.
Denote BERk ; Rk ; Dk ; and PD*k as the BER requirements
for user k, the minimum required transmission rate, the
maximum packet delay tolerance, and the maximum packet
dropping ratio, respectively.
There are four types of traffic in the OFDMA/SDMA
system, voice traffic, video traffic, HTTP traffic, and FTP
traffic. Each user has one individual queue at the BS.
Arriving packets for each user are stored in their own
queue in a first-in first-out manner. When the packet delay
of RT services exceeds the maximum packet delay, this
packet will be dropped by the system. If the buffer of NRT
services or BE services has not overflowed, the packets of
these services are stored in the queue in the BS without
being dropped.

3 Service class awareness scheduling
In this section, we first formulate the RRA problem of the
OFDMA/SDMA system as an optimization problem, and

then propose the LCBS algorithm to solve this optimization
problem.
Since the basic unit of resource allocation is one subchannel, the modulation order assigned to user k at subcarrier i; i 2 Wn ; should be the same. Define c(l)
k,n as the
assignment variable of modulation order for user k on
subchannel n for the lth OFDMA symbol, where
(l)
c(l)
k,n [ {0, 1, 2, 3}. When ck,n = 0, no data is transmitted.
(l)
For ck,n = 1, 2, and 3, the modulation scheme of QPSK,
16-QAM, and 64-QAM are adopted, respectively. Define
the assignment vector c(l) as the solution of the LCBS
ðlÞ

algorithm for the lth symbol, where cðlÞ  ½ck;n  is a
K 9 N vector. Then the throughput of user k can be defined
as
Ck ¼

L X
N
X

ðlÞ

b  ck;n

ð5Þ

l¼1 n¼1

where b = 2a is the number of transmission bits with the
basic QPSK modulation over a subcarries in one
subchannel.
Assume that user’s traffic type can be detected by the
BS. In order to reduce the time to search for the candidate
user, the LCBS algorithm groups users into two service sets
according to their traffic type. The first set is the delaysensitive RT users, denoted by Xds : The second set is the
delay-insensitive NRT and BE users, denoted by Xdis : Let
P(l)
k,n denote the allocated power for user k at the lth symbol
of subchannel n, where
X ðlÞ
ðlÞ
Pk;n ¼
pk;i
ð6Þ
i2Wn

Before the modulation order c(l)
k,n is allocated to user k on
subchannel n for the lth OFDMA symbol, the system will
check P(l)
k,n first. Only when the system can support the
(l)
required transmission power Pk,n
on subchannel n, we have
(l)
ck,n [ 0. If some subcarriers of the nth subchannel are in
deep fading, the system requires to ensure the required
transmission power at the subcarriers at the subchannel is
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large enough to support the selected modulation order
subject to the total transmission power constraint. Once the
(l)
system cannot support P(l)
k,n with ck,n [ 0, no date is
transmitted on subchannel n and we set c(l)
k,n = 0. We
then formulate the RRA problem as an optimization
problem as follows:
ðcð1Þ ; . . .; cðLÞ Þ ¼ arg max

K
X

cð1Þ ;...;cðLÞ k¼1

Ck

ð7Þ

subject to the following constraints:

assignment vector ðcð1Þ ; . . .; cðLÞ Þ: The LCBS algorithm
first allocates the radio resources to RT users to satisfy the
delay requirement. After that, the LCBS algorithm assigns
the remaining resources to the NRT users and BE users to
satisfy the requirement for a proportional fair rate. The
proposed LCBS algorithm has two parts: (1) an urgency
value assignment (UVA) scheme, and (2) an urgency-based
resource allocation (URA) scheme.
3.1 Urgency value assignment scheme

1.
jXðlÞ
n j  Q;

In the UVA scheme, the urgency value for each user is
calculated according to the packet delay or data transmission rate. The urgency value for delay sensitive set is
defined as follows. Let Vk ¼ Dk  Dk be a time-to-expiration parameter, which indicates the deadline of HOL
packet. If the packet is delivered by the deadline, the QoS
requirement in terms of packet delay is satisfied. Define the
urgency value for RT traffic as

1; if Vk  Vth
uk ¼ Dk ; if V [ V
ð8Þ

8n; l

2.
N X
K
X

ðlÞ

Pk;n  PT ;

8l

n¼1 k¼1

3.
Dk  Dk [ 0;

8k 2 Xds

4.
R1 :    : Rk ¼ g1 :    : g k ;

8k 2 Xdis

5.
jhH
k;i hk0 ;i j
 a;
jjhk;i jj  jjhk0 ;i jj

8fk; k0 g 2 XðlÞ
n ; i 2 Wn ; n; l

where PT is the total transmission power for every
OFDMA symbol, a is the threshold for semiorthogonality, ()H is the conjugate transpose, Dk is the
delay time from the arrival of head-of-line (HOL) packet
to the current frame for user k, Rk is the data
transmission rate, and gk is the proportional data rate.
Constraint (1) is the subchannel allocation constraint
since a subchannel at each OFDMA symbol can be
allocated to at most Q users. Constraint (2) is the total
system power constraint so that the total power for each
OFDMA symbol has a limitation for downlink data
transmission. Constraint (3) refers to the service
fulfillment constraint for the RT services, and constraint
(4) denotes that NRT services and BE services have the
requirement for proportional fair rate. We set gk = 1, for
k 2 Xdis : Constraint (5) is the semi-orthogonal user
constraint [15] for choosing a group of users such that
their channel directions are matching zero-forcing beam
directions. Notice that, if a is too large, effective channel
gains are reduced due to the loss of the zero-forcing
channel inversion. Moreover, if a is too small, the
multiuser diversity gain decreases [15]. We set a = 0.3.
To get an exact solution for optimization problem (7) is
complicated and somewhat impracticable. Hence, we propose the LCBS algorithm to find the suboptimal set of
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where Vth is the threshold for Vk. When the value of Dk
increases, the urgency degree of user k also increases. The
threshold value Vth can be set to one if there are sufficient
resources to deliver the packet within one frame. However,
since the channel condition may be poor or the system may
be busy, Vth is set to a larger value to satisfy the packet
delay requirement.
Now, we define the urgency value for delay insensitive
set. Let bk ¼ Rk =gk and bmax ¼ max bk for k 2 Xdis : A
user with larger bk is assigned a lower urgency value, since
its data rate is higher than other users. Therefore, the
urgency value for users in the insensitive set is defined as
uk ¼ 1 

bk
bmax

ð9Þ

However, NRT users also have a QoS requirement in terms
of the minimum transmission rate. When an NRT user does
not achieve the minimum transmission rate, the urgency
value for this user should be set to a largest value to get the
best service chance. The value of uk for NRT users is then
modified as
(
2;
if Rk \Rk
uk ¼
ð10Þ
bk
1  b ; if Rk  Rk
max

3.2 Urgency-based resource allocation scheme
In the URA scheme, radio resources are allocated to
selected users based on their traffic type, urgency value,
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and spatial diversity gain. In the LCBS algorithm, RT users
are serviced first to satisfy the delay requirement. After
that, NRT users and BE users are serviced to achieve fair
transmission rate. The procedures of the URA scheme for
delay-insensitive set are the same as those for the delaysensitive set. Hence, in this subsection, we describe only
the procedures of the URA scheme for the delay-sensitive
set.
For user k, denote qk as the user’s buffer occupancy at
the beginning of a frame and denote Bk as the number of
residual bits of HOL packet. The user with the maximum
urgency value should be serviced first. We then have X ¼
fkjqk [ 0 and uk ¼ max uk ; k 2 Xds g: Since a user with a
large HOL packet needs more service time, the candidate
set for service is selected based on Xc ¼ fkjBk ¼
max Bk ; k 2 Xg: Define N(l)
f as the set of the free subchannel available for the lth OFDMA symbol. The optimal
pair of user and subchannel is selected according to the
maximum channel condition,
X
ðk ; n Þ ¼ arg max
jjhk;i jj
ð11Þ
ðlÞ

k2Xc ;n2Nf i2Wn
ðlÞ

ðlÞ

jhH
1X
k;i hk0 ;i j
a
ðlÞ
k2Xc k0 2X a
jjhk;i jj  jjhk0 ;i jj

i2W 


kcu
¼ arg min max

ð12Þ

n

where a is the number of subcarriers in one subchannel.
ðlÞ

ðlÞ



ck;n ¼

ðlÞ

ðlÞ

ðlÞ

ðlÞ

ðlÞ

Pk;n ðBERk ; ck;n þ 1Þ  Pk;n ðBERk ; ck;n Þ; if ck;n ¼ 1 or 2
1;
otherwise

ð13Þ
ðlÞ

ðlÞ

(l)

Here, P(l)
k,n is denoted by Pk;n ðBERk ; ck;n Þ since Pk,n is a
function of BER*k and c(l)
k,n. The pair of candidate user and
subchannel to increase one modulation order is selected by

ðlÞ

ðk ; n Þ ¼ arg min ck;n
ðlÞ
k2Xn ;n

ð14Þ

ðlÞ
Let the current allocated power be P^ðlÞ : If P^ðlÞ þ ck ;n \PT ;
ðlÞ

ðlÞ

set ck ;n ¼ ck ;n þ 1: Note that the allocated modulation
order to a user should not exceed its required transmission
rate. After the modulation order for the selected user is
modified, the system states for this user are updated
immediately. In order to reduce the complexity of the
LCBS algorithm, the URA scheme pre-assigns the same
resource to the user on the next symbol if this user’s buffer
is still occupied.

ðlÞ

Set Xn ¼ fk g and Nf ¼ Nf  n : After the optimal pair
ðk ; n Þ is obtained from (11), a cochannel user k*cu is
selected for subchannel n* according to the semiorthogonal user constraint (5). Note that with larger
values for a, the orthogonality is worse. As a increases,
the transmitted power increases since the orthogonality
condition is not maintained. In this paper, the orthogonality
of the selected users in the subchannel is obtained from the
average of the orthogonality of each subcarrier in this
subchannel. The semi-orthogonal user k*cu is then selected
according to

n

by increasing one modulation order for user k at the l-th
symbol of subchannel n at the lth symbol as

ðlÞ


If k*cu exists, set Xn ¼ Xn þ fkcu
g; otherwise, find a
new candidate set Xc and perform (12) again. The procedure of finding the cochannel user is repeated until
Q users are selected for subchannel n*, or no candidate
user exists.
After subchannel n* is allocated to selected users, the
modulation order for each selected user is roughly given so
that the allocated power of subchannel n* is less than PT/
N. Since the value of a may be set inappropriately, the
selected user for subchannel n* can be removed if it needs
too much power. The system state will be updated after
modulation order is assigned. After all the subchannels are
allocated to users, the modulation for the selected user will
be modified if the total transmission power for this symbol
is lower than PT. An index for increment power is defined

4 Simulation results
4.1 Simulation environment
In this study, the downlink OFDMA/SDMA system is set
to be compatible to the IEEE 802.16 standard [18]. Table 1
gives the simulated parameters in the physical layer
according to [19]. The path loss is modeled as
128.1 ? 37.6 log R dB, where R (in unit of kilometers) is
the distance between the BS and the user [20]. The lognormal shadowing has zero mean and standard deviation of
8 dB. In the Stanford University Interim (SUI) channel
models, the multipath channel for SUI3 is modeled by 3
taps model [21]. In our simulations, the multipath channel
for each antenna has 6 taps of Rayleigh-faded paths with an
exponential power delay profile.
Assume that the OFDMA/SDMA system can support
four traffic types. The system requirements for each traffic
type are given in Table 2 [22]. The first is the voice traffic
of RT service. Each voice traffic is modeled as an ON-OFF
model. Lengths of ON period and OFF period follow an
exponential distribution with means 1.026 and 1.171 s,
respectively [22]. The second type is the streaming video
traffic [20] of RT service. Each frame of video data arrives
at a regular interval of 100 ms and is composed of eight
slices (packets). The slice size and the inter-arrival time
between slices in a frame are distributed in a truncated
Pareto distribution. The third type is the HTTP traffic [20]
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Table 1 Parameters for OFDMA/SDMA System
Parameters

Values

Cell radius

1.6 km

Number of antenna to BS (Q)

2

Frame duration

2 ms

System bandwidth

5 MHz

FFT size

512

Subcarrier frequency spacing

11.16 kHz

OFDMA symbol duration

100.8 l sec

Number of data subcarriers

384

Number of subchannel (N)

8

Number of data subcarriers per subchannel (a)

48

Number of OFDMA symbol for downlink
transmission per frame (L)

8

Power allocation to data transmission (PT)

43.1 dBm

Thermal noise density

-174 dBm/Hz

of NRT service. The HTTP data is modeled as a sequence
of page download, and each page download can be considered as a sequence of page arrivals. Both the main object
size and the embedded object size act according to a
truncated lognormal distribution. Moreover, the reading
time and the parsing time in web browsing are distributed
in an exponential distribution. The last traffic type is the
FTP traffic [20] of BE service. The FTP data is modeled as
a sequence of file download, where the file size follows a
truncated lognormal distribution. Similarly, the reading
time in FTP traffic is distributed in an exponential distribution. The distribution parameters for video, HTTP, and
FTP traffics can be found in [20], and so details are omitted
here.
In this paper, the LCBS algorithm is compared to the
exhaustive search (ES) algorithm and the ARRA algorithm
[2]. The ES algorithm is an optimal method which obtains
the optimal solution by exhaustively solving the optimal
problem (7). However, it is not easy to find a solution such
that Rk : Rk0 ¼ gk : gk0 ; for k = k0 , and k; k0 2 Xdis : Hence,
we relax the constrain (4) for the ES algorithm so as to
maximize system throughput. On the other hand, the performance of the ARRA algorithm is better than conventional algorithms in terms of system throughput and
satisfaction extent of QoS requirements. Based on a time-

to-expiration (TTE) parameter and the radio resource
required by each user, the ARRA algorithm dynamically
adjusts the user priority. Moreover, the ARRA algorithm
uses the greedy principle to find the best allocation. This
can be considered as a joint design of power, subchannel
and bit allocation in the physical layer.
4.2 Performance evaluation
In this simulation environment, the maximum system
transmission rate is equal to 18.432 Mbps, which is
achieved when Q users are multiplexed for each subchannel and the system adopts the highest modulation order to
transmit data to each user. The average data rate of each
voice, video, HTTP, or FTP traffic is equal to 5.7 kbps,
64 kbps, 14.5 kbps, or 88.9 kbps, respectively. Define the
traffic load of the system as the ratio of the total average
data rate of users over the maximum system transmission
rate. Suppose that the number of users in each traffic type is
the same, and let the number of users be increased from 40
to 400. Therefore, the traffic load is varied from 0.094 to
0.939. The following performance measures are investigated in the simulations: (1) system throughput, (2) packet
dropping ratio of RT users, (3) mean packet delay of RT
users, (4) average transmission rate of NRT users, (5)
average transmission rate of BE users, and (6) Jain fairness
index (JFI) of NRT and BE users, which is defined as [6]
P
ð Kk¼1 Rk Þ2
JFI ¼ PK
ð15Þ
K k¼1 R2k
Figure 2 depicts the system throughput versus traffic
load for the LCBS algorithm, the ARRA algorithm [2], and
the ES algorithm. It is found that the LCBS algorithm
decreases the system throughput by up to only 2.7%
compared to the ARRA algorithm, and by up to 5.3%
compared to the ES scheme when the traffic load is over
0.75. Both of the LCBS algorithm and the ARRA
algorithm take throughput maximization as one of the
design objectives. However, the system throughput for the
LCBS algorithm is sacrificed when the transmission
fairness for delay insensitive is considered. The LCBS
algorithm utilizes the property of beamforming in the
physical layer to enhance the system throughput. On the

Table 2 The system requirement for each traffic type

Required BER

Voice (RT)

Video (RT)

HTTP (NRT)

FTP (BE)

10-3

10-4

10-6

10-6

Maximum packet delay tolerance

40 ms

10 ms

N/A

N/A

Maximum packet dropping ratio
Minimum required transmission rate

1%
N/A

1%
N/A

N/A
100 kbps

N/A
N/A

N/A Not Applicable
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Fig. 2 Comparison of system throughput for LCBS, ARRA, and ES
algorithms

Packet Drop Ratio (%)
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(b) 8
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Fig. 3 Comparison of LCBS, ARRA, and ES algorithms in terms of
a packet drop ratio of voice traffic, and b packet drop ratio of video
traffic

other hand, the LCBS algorithm has the best system
performance in term of packet drop ratio of RT users, as
given in Fig. 3. This also can enhance the system
throughput for the LCBS algorithm. Hence, the system
throughput of the LCBS algorithm is close to that of the
ARRA algorithm and the ES algorithm.

The packet drop rate versus traffic load is given in Fig. 3.
It can be seen that, when the traffic load is great than 0.72
(0.59), the ARRA (ES) algorithm violates the QoS
requirement of maximum packet dropping ratio for RT
users. However, the LCBS algorithm can guarantee the
dropping ratio requirement for voice traffic when traffic
load is heavy. Even for video traffic, this requirement is still
satisfied by the LCBS algorithm until the traffic load is over
0.91. The reason for this phenomenon is that the LCBS
algorithm first allocates the radio resource to RT users. In
the LCBS algorithm, according to the design of urgency
value for RT users, the service time for voice traffic is
longer than that for video traffic since the maximum delay
tolerance for voice traffic is longer than that for video
traffic. This means that the voice packet can be delivered
before the maximum delay requirement. On the other hand,
the ARRA algorithm promotes the RT users with larger
packet delays so as to deliver the NRT packet first. This
causes that the priority of NRT users to be higher than that
of RT users when the NRT users are urgent. As the number
of NRT users increases, the RT packet can not be delivered
within the maximum delay tolerance, and so the packet drop
ratio of RT users for the ARRA algorithm is higher than that
for the LCBS algorithm. However, the ES algorithm is
mainly to maximize the system throughput. Therefore, the
amount of bandwidth granted to the RT user might not be
sufficient enough. This makes that the ES algorithm has the
worst packet drop rate. The packet delay versus traffic load
is shown in Fig. 4. It is found that the LCBS algorithm
improves the delay performance of voice traffic by up to
85%. The reasons for this are the same as those given in
Fig. 3 for that the increase of packet dropping ratio.
The average transmission rate of NRT and BE users is
given in Fig. 5. All three compared algorithms can satisfy
the QoS requirement of minimum transmission rate for
HTTP traffic. The transmission rate of FTP traffic (resp.
HTTP traffic) for the ARRA algorithm is greater (resp.
less) than that for the LCBS algorithm, due to the reasons
given below. In order to enhance the system throughput,
the ARRA algorithm allocates the radio resource to users
according to their priority. After the radio resource is
allocated to a user, the user priority is adjusted immediately. When priorities of RT users and NRT users are the
same as that of BE users, the ARRA algorithm allocates
more radio resources to users with larger effective linkgain
to maximize the system throughput. Since the FTP traffic
has a higher arrival rate, it has the higher transmission rate
when the priorities of all users are the same. This situation
is usually observed when the traffic load is light. On the
other hand, the LCBS algorithm dynamically adjusts the
urgency value of each FTP user according to its transmission rate. Therefore, the transmission rate of FTP user
for the LCBS algorithm is decreased.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of LCBS, ARRA, and ES algorithms in terms of
a mean packet delay of voice traffic, and b mean packet delay of
video traffic

Figure 6 shows the Jain fairness index (JFI) versus
traffic load. The LCBS algorithm has the best performance
for JFI. It can be seen that the JFI for the ARRA algorithm
is heavily decreased as the traffic load is increased. When
the traffic load is greater than 0.5, the LCBS algorithm
improves the fairness performance by more than 100% for
the reasons given below. The LCBS algorithm considers
the transmission fairness of NRT users and BE users, and
assigns a higher priority to the delay-insensitive user with
the minimum transmission rate. Therefore, the LCBS
algorithm can substantially improve the fairness performance for HTTP traffic and FTP traffic. Moreover, since
the urgency value for each user is good design and the
property of beamforming is used, the system throughput for
the LCBS algorithm decreases only 2.7% compared to the
ARRA algorithm, and 5.3% compared to the ES algorithm.
Although the ES algorithm tries to find an optimal solution
for the optimal problem (7), it relaxes the fair rate constraint so as to maximize the system throughput. Therefore,
the JFI for the ES algorithm is in the middle. On the other
hand, the ARRA algorithm gives a higher transmission rate
to users with larger effective linkgain to enhance
throughput when the QoS requirement of minimum
required transmission rate for NRT users is satisfied. This,
however, leads to an unfair transmission rate between the
NRT users and BE users for the ARRA algorithm.
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4.3 Complexity
The computational complexity of the LCBS algorithm is
discussed here. The UVA scheme sequentially sets the
urgency value for all users. Hence, the complexity of the
UVA scheme is O(K). The URA scheme first looks for a
best pair of user k* and subchannel n* from K users and
N subchannels. This complexity is O(KN). Based on this
best pair, the URA scheme uses (12) to search for other
semi-orthogonal users, but this complexity can be ignored
compared with O(KN). The complexity of power allocation
in the URA scheme can be ignored compared with that of
subchannel allocation, since the power is allocated to
selected users according to their effective linkgain. The
number of these iterations is bounded by LN since each
frame has L symbols and each symbol has N subchannels.
In the worse case, the computational complexity for the
URA scheme is O(LKN2), so the overall complexity of
LCBS algorithm is O(LKN2). In practice, the URA scheme
allocates the same radio resource to select users for the next
several symbols. Hence, the complexity of LCBS algorithm would be greatly reduced by almost L times. On the
other hand, the ES algorithm has a computational complexity in the order of O((LKN)Q), while the ARRA algorithm has a computational complexity in the order of
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O(LKQN2). As described above, the LCBS algorithm can
efficiently solve the multi-dimensional (space, time, and
frequency) RRA problem and has lower complexity than
the ES and ARRA algorithms.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a low-complexity beamformingbased scheduling (LCBS) scheme to reduce the complexity
of scheduling scheme for an OFDMA/SDMA system with
multimedia traffic. By utilizing a semi-orthogonal user
selection (SUS) algorithm, the multi-dimensional (space,
time, and frequency) RRA problem can be efficiently
solved by the LCBS algorithm. The purpose of the LCBS
algorithm is to maximize the system throughput while
guaranteeing the QoS requirement for all users and providing a fair transmission rate for both NRT users and BE
users. Therefore, the LCBS scheme is designed with a good
trade-off between the implementation complexity and
system performance in throughput, QoS guarantee, and
fairness guarantee.
The UVA scheme sets the simple urgency value for all
users according to their QoS requirements or their transmission rate. The URA scheme first looks for a best pair of
user and subchannel. Based on this best pair, the URA
scheme searches other cochannel users by adopting semiorthogonal users selection scheme. After that, the transmitted power is allocated to selected users based on their
effective linkgain. Simulation results show that, compared
to the ARRA algorithm, the LCBS algorithm can not only
achieve the similar system throughput, but also improve the
system performance, especially in the terms of packet
dropping ratio of voice and video traffics, packet delay of
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